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“Invvu is the only construction consultancy you’ll ever need,” says
Associate Director, Phil Johnson, and it’s probably true.  Invvu is a
consultancy that offers a fully integrated, multi-disciplined design
service for the construction industry; a service that covers every aspect
of civil and structural engineering, architectural design and planning
and mechanical and electrical services.

This mixture of skills is bringing both praise and awards from a variety
of sources, the restoration of Snodland Station in Kent being a fine
example.  The refurbishment of the station’s Grade II, Victorian ticket
office for Southeastern railway has brought both the company and
stakeholder team commendations and awards from the Railway
Heritage Trust, the National Transport Awards and the ACoRP
Community Rail Awards. 

Originally WSS Construction Consultants, Invvu – from ‘your vision in
view’ – has an enviable track record and an impeccable reputation: with
its fresh new look, it’s set to become the ‘go-to’ construction
consultancy in South East England.  Talking about the transformation,
Phil Johnson, said, “The construction industry has gone through
momentous changes during the last fifteen years.  After a ten-year
period of growth, our portfolio has improved and evolved – redefining
and refining our identity has helped us re-evaluate both our direction
and objectives.”

Covering all sectors of the construction industry, Invvu has particular
experience working with clients in the rail, civil engineering, building,
water and mechanical and electrical sectors.  Its comprehensive range
of services are carried out by an in-house team that works on a
collaborative basis and exhibits both a flair for innovation and a desire
to work closely with clients.  Invvu’s service offer is built around five
core design disciplines: surveys, civil and structural engineering,
architecture, M&E services and project management. 

• Surveys: Invvu offers an extensive range of surveys including
hydraulic and flood risk assessments, ground investigations and road-
restraint risk assessments. 

• Civil and structural engineering: Invvu’s designers have in-
depth experience working with local authorities, highway departments
and the railway industry, providing everything from bridges to
platforms and from flood-relief schemes to car parks and station
forecourts.  The design team has shown particular expertise with
complex temporary works, something now recognised as being a
uniquely specialist subject.

• Architecture: Invvu offers innovative design concepts that
blend practicality with sustainability and has extensive experience of
listed buildings and scheduled monuments.  The team is adept at
progressing a design through the entire construction process,
submitting planning applications, developing detailed drawings,
specifications and budgets and supervising construction.

• M&E services: Invvu offers a comprehensive mechanical and electrical design
service, one that embraces all aspects of an installation from initial concept, through design
and physical installation to commissioning and handover.  

• Project management: to bring cohesiveness and harmony to a project.  Invvu’s
project managers can lead a project from inception to handover, expertly managing multiple
responsibilities to ensure the project finishes ‘on time and on budget’ and that the client
receives what they had expected.

Collectively, the design team has over 100 years’ experience working under the WSS banner
and has amassed more than 200 years’ individual design experience in the construction
industry.  An enthusiastic, customer-centric team, Invvu uses the latest technology to help
deliver innovative solutions that meet its clients’ expectations.  As an organisation, Invvu is
BIM Level 2 compliant and can fulfil all eight stages of Network Rail’s GRIP process; all
members of the design team are professionally qualified in their individual areas of expertise
and are conversant with the RIBA Plan of Work and S.38 and S.278 Agreements. 

Invvu also has a strong commitment to the community in which it works.  “Our relationship
with the community is something we treat with the utmost importance,” said Phil, “we’re not
just engineers, we’re innovators, creative thinkers and design specialists who are enthusiastic
about working with our communities and are restless for change.”

Invvu is the only construction consultancy you’ll ever need.  
For more information about how Invvu can help you, please visit www.invvu.co.uk 
or call 01303 850 808.
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Award winning: The transformation of the ticket office at Snodland Station and its
surrounding infrastructure has brought Invvu and the stakeholder team a variety of

architectural and heritage awards.
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